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Senator Valesky:

"....if we step back for a moment

and look at the work that the iegislature does. The 1 1 budget
bills. I suess. four appropriations. four lanquaee bills. the debt service. the Leeislative. Judiciary. and revenue bill.
From the perspective of what we do that affects people's daily lives the most. I think we san all agree, b), far, it's the
budget. $124 billion taxpa)zer-supported budget.
We have, as a result of budget reform legislation from a couple of years ago, requirements to do fiscal
hearings. Those requirements, Senator Liz Krueger is the co-chair, and just conducted those, finished conducting
those hearings a couple of weeks ago. They are only required to be in Albany, but they do bring the commissioners
in of all the agencies so to the point of administrative oversight. I don't know if you've thought about, I know your
recorlmendations in regard to hearings have been, I don't think you've focused exclusively on the budget itself. But
I might suggest, we tried, by the way, as you know, to lengthen the budget process in this state. Voters defeated it,
the ballot proposition to move the start of the fiscal year to May 1't, so I'm not even sure with an April l't fiscal year
whether we'd have enough time to take fiscal committee hearings to other parts of the state, but I would, I guess,
request from the Center for you to look at, specifically, at the question of, because clearly those, and, in this year, in
particular,I'm sure I speak for every member of the Legislature who is here. From the perspective of constituents
who are coming to see us and calling our offices and e-mailine us. given the difficult budeet proposai that we face.
you know. that" that I think. the elements in those budeets probably affect people in their daily lives more than
an),thing else that we'll consider througlhout the remainder of the entire legislative session. So ma)rbe you could
advise us at some point in the future as the committee continues to do its work as to wa]rs we might continue to. in
the spirit of reform of the legislative process. actually. additionall)r. reform the budget process.
Jerem), Creelan: I'd just like, one comment on that. When we issued the report originally, one of the criticisms of
the report was that it didn't focus enough on the budget process and it was one of the few criticisms that I actually
thought was quite fair. Um, not to say that the rest of the report, I thought, it didn't render it, you know, unhelpful.
But, it was an important aspect of it in focusing just on that we didn't, you know, we didn't. We included it in the
analysis but we didn't break it out separately and really discuss the unique dynamics of it. But the, in that, in the
2005 changes, such as they were, um, the, was it 6,2005, um, it's ancient history. One of the changes was
conference committees were really implemented in the budget process to really try to make them real. And a lot of
people said, you know, some people said they're just window dressing. The other people said, well, they're very
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